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1.0 Executive Summary 

Industry capabilities are emerging to enable LUVOIR-class space telescope performance and to 
significantly mitigate cost, schedule and risk.  This report establishes the activities and 
technologies which will advance LUVOIR Wavefront Error (WFE) stability aligned to producing a 
cost-effective design cognizant of the logistics of scale and challenging static WFE requirements.  
Picometer level telescope WFE stability is critical to high contrast coronagraph performance, 
especially within the Primary Mirror (PM) segments.  The goal of this paper is to summarize  

• Why pico-stable PM segments are essential for coronagraphy and ExoEarth observation 

• Evidence that pico-stable segments are possible 

• Technologies with the highest potential to improve segment stability 

This report reflects work done for the Ultra-Stable Large Telescope Research and Analysis 
(ULTRA)i study which took place under the NASA ROSES1 grant for System-Level Segmented 
Telescope Design. 

To satisfy picometer level requirements, every aspect of telescope stability must be scrutinized.  
Evidence suggests picometer level stability is attainable; however, pathfinders are required to 
demonstrate that all sources in the WFE stability budget can be managed with current state of 
the art technologies.  Experience with operational large space telescope missions highlights 
thermo-elastic and dynamic effects as two drivers of telescope stability.  To ensure picometer 
level stability, other effects must also be scrutinized, including hygroscopic, chemical, magnetic, 
gravity, electrical and particle effects.   

The ULTRA study predicts how  different Optical Telescope Assembly (OTA) elements contribute 
to the stability WFE budget and identifies high-risk areas.  The highest-risk thermoelastic effects 
must be controlled on the order of seconds and minutes, up to a few hours to maintain imaging 
performance.  These high-risk effects largely consist of high spatial-frequency residuals from 
the control systems which are in full effect at these time scales.  Faster cycling thermal 
disturbances are greatly attenuated by OTA heat transfer responses.  Slower thermal 
disturbances do not generate gradient changes in the OTA and these are passively managed 
with athermal designs.  ULTRA represents a starting point that informs telescope designers 
which stability requirements are most challenging within time and spatial domains. 

In the spatial domain, PMSA surface figure stability is a key driver of coronagraph performance 
in LUVOIR-class telescopes.  Using lessons learned from JWST, improved interfaces, flows and 
metrology concepts all facilitate a streamlined PMSA integration process.  The activities and 
technologies which will enable LUVOIR WFE stability cost effectively are presented, alongside 
the practical telescope performance considerations. 

                                                
 
 
1 National Aeronautics and Space Administration - Research Opportunities in Space and Earth Sciences 
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2.0 Why PMSA Surface Figure Matters 

2.1 Prior Art 

Segmented Primary Mirrors enable fabrication of ever-larger telescopes, with continually 
increasing aperture, resolution, and light gathering power.  This helps exoplanet hunters 
seeking coronagraphy with maximum throughput and contrast for future space telescopes.  
While segmented systems represent an enormous opportunity for ExoEarth yieldii, 
segmentation also presents tremendous challenges.  Some challenges relate to the gaps 
between the segmentsiii  and others relate to the stability of the segment surfacesiv. To manage 
segment (or PMSA) stability, multiple solutions exist which can fully meet the challenge. 

For leading coronagraph concepts, pico-level PMSA surface figure stability is needed to achieve 
10-10 contrast.  Prior art explains that coronagraph systems are more sensitive to segment level 
wavefront errors than global (several cycle-per-aperture) effects.  Prior art has also explored 
methods for actively measuring and controlling the rigid body location of PMSAs during 
observations.  The ULTRA study has taken the first steps towards managing PMSA surface figure 
stability to the picometer levels needed to achieve 10-10 contrast. 

2.2 Fundamental Explanation 

At a rudimentary level,  Deformable Mirrors (DMs) have smooth continuous influence functions 
to correct any errors due to deformations in the telescope optics and maintain the stable 
wavefront needed to “dig the dark hole.”  Due to the nature of a segmented PM, discontinuous 
errors are present in the system that are not highly correctible by DMs.  Even if rigid body 
actuators position and orient all segments perfectly, the stability of segment surface figure will 
challenge contrast.  For example, if a segment curves in a “power” shaped mode, such as the 
middle segment in Figure 1.A.), the slope of the PM surface will be as shown in Figure 1.B.), 
introducing a discontinuous error to the wavefront.  Smooth DM corrections cannot fully 
correct for the discontinuity. 

 

Figure 1: A.) The profile of three segments, where the center one is curved. 
B.) The slope of three segments, where the center one is curved. (Derivative of A.) 

In contrast, OTA optics which are not segmented, like the secondary mirror, tertiary mirror, or 
aft optics, all have a single continuous surface, which will not introduce discontinuities.  These 
global errors fall into the correctable modes of the coronagraph instrument and therefore have 
significantly looser requirements.  Therefore, the performance of these optics is not as critical 
to stability and coronagraph contrast.   
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3.0 Picometer Class PMSA Surface Figure Stability 

3.1 The Passive Approach 

Passive picometer class PMSA surface figure stability is achievable using state of the art 
technologies.  The ULTRA study classifies some disturbances as negligible, even with picometer-
level stability requirements for coronagraphy.  Some negligible disturbances include gravity 
interactions between OTA subsystems, pressure on the optics due to radiation and invar 
growth, to name a few.  Disturbances listed in Figure 2 have been quantified. 

 

Figure 2: Predicted PMSA Sensitivities After Radius Correction 

The disturbance sources in Figure 2 have been shown to fit within the latest stability error 
budget.  Some of these disturbances depend on our assumptions, knowledge and control of the 
OTA environment.  For example, thermoelastic effects have been predicted to meet the PMSA 
stability budget, given thermal control on the order of 3.1 millikelvin over a 10-minute period.  
This is true when the system is “in control,” but not necessarily true after a slew event.  The 
potential delay during which the OTA “quiets down” after a slew is also evaluated in the ULTRA 
report.  Slowly drifting effects have also been evaluated such as invar growth and hygroscopic 
composite dry out; these effects can be made to be negligible using high-TRL solutions within 
the existing state of the art. 

3.2 The Active Approach 

A passively stable telescope reduces the number of moving parts, but concepts with internal 
coronagraphs are not truly passive, as deformable mirrors actively manipulate the wavefront.  
For a LUVOIR class telescope, the ULTRA study anticipates that PMSA rigid body control is also 
needed to maintain stability.  However, it is unclear if active surface figure control is necessary, 
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as the HabEx primary mirror baseline designvvi reaffirms that picometer level stability of a single 
mounted mirror substrate is within the state of the profession. 

Active surface figure control of PMSA’s has potential to ease PMSA design and optic fabrication 
for both static and stability WFE requirements.  The added correctability can correct optics 
which are figured slightly out-of-specification, and correct disturbances which might otherwise 
be large enough to violate stability requirements.  Surface figure actuation opens an entirely 
new design space for managing the mass, cost and complexity of PMSA systems.  The primary 
challenge of using figure control to achieve picometer level stability is sensing and controlling at 
those levels.  Because the ULTRA study anticipates that active control loops for DMs and PMSA 
rigid motion will be necessary to meet picometer stability requirements, the introduction of 
surface figure control does not present a leap in system complexity. 

4.0 Technologies to Improve Stability 

The list of significant disturbances at the picometer level is long and diverse.  The list of 
technologies that can mitigate those disturbances is also diverse.  Some key technologies with 
potential to improve stability are listed in Figure 3.  Each technology impacts stability differently 
across spatial- and time-domains.  The terms describing these domains (e.g. lo, mid, hi, LF1, 
etc.) are defined in the ULTRA study final report.i  Spatial frequencies range from “lo,” which 
represents global low-order zernikes to “hi” which represents surface errors on individual 
segments.  Time domain frequencies range from “LF1” which represents frequencies less than 
0.001 Hz to “HF” which represents frequencies greater than 10 Hz.  The more heavily shaded 
areas of each box in Figure 3 indicates where in the spatial- and time- domains each technology 
has the most influence on stability.  
 

 

Figure 3: Technologies and opportunity to improve stability across spatial- and time-domains. 
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Continued development and investment in these technologies, and maturation of the WFE 
stability budget for relevant missions will mitigate risks associated with stability of a LUVOIR-
class segmented system.  L3Harris is planning to develop additively manufactured mirror bond 
pads, picometer-level figure actuation concepts, advanced athermal designs and other activities 
which will enable a robust PMSA solution that meets relevant stability requirements.  As system 
concepts and WFE stability budgets mature, it becomes clear which of these technologies 
provide the greatest opportunities to deliver a stable segmented system while minimizing cost 
and risk. 

5.0 Technology Development Plan 

Industry is developing specific plans to capture the cost and schedule required to mature key 
component technologies to TRL 6.  Some of these plans will be realized via the NASA ROSES2 
2019 grant for “System-Level Segmented Telescope Design – Technology Maturation.” The 
ULTRA final reporti features a detailed technology roadmap for the development of ultra-stable 
systems over the next two years and beyond.  The end goal is to advance a picometer stable 
segmented space telescope system to TRL 6.  It is essential that lessons learned from the 
development of the James Webb Space Telescopevii and previous missions are applied to future 
such missions. 

6.0 Conclusions 

This report identifies activities and technologies which will advance LUVOIR-class WFE 
(wavefront error) stability without losing sight of the logistics of scale, static WFE requirements 
and implementation. Thermoelastic and gradual drift stability phenomena have been analyzed 
and predicted to meet the WFE stability budget allocations.  The most cost-effective activities 
and technologies which enable LUVOIR WFE stability are presented. 

• Sensitivity analysis and error budgets demonstrate that, with millikelvin level 
temperature control, the required picometer level stability for LUVOIR can be achieved 
with ULE®3 PMSA substrates with composite back-planes 

• Substrate CTE uniformity and mount induced WFE are critical effects that merit further 
investigation  

• Continued development of thermal transient models, control concepts and hardware 
demonstrations are needed to form a comprehensive approach to demonstrate 
feasibility of a pico-stable system 

• Predictive Thermal Control (PTC) offers broad opportunity for improvement of all 
thermoelastic stability effects and should be further investigated.  

• Mirror to Primary Mirror Backplane Support Structure mount design is critical and TRL-9 
designs are available.  

                                                
 
 
2 National Aeronautics and Space Administration - Research Opportunities in Space and Earth Sciences 
3 ULE® is a trademark of Corning Inc. 
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